Aeo nawar ei tsimoru Grading Master
Practical Skills
Uses all available information (traditional and
shared knowledge, natural indicators, past
experience) to improve own and team fishing.
Demonstrates thorough preparation, safe practices,
and a wide range of skills.

Uses a range of information to improve personal
skills. Demonstrates safe practices, adequate record
keeping and a skill in a chosen aspect of catching
or using reef or sea resources.

Values
Actively gathers, analyses and shares information
from and with others to improve team or family
success. Demonstrates persistence and effort for
successful fishing. Practices and encourages
sustainable fishing.

Demonstrates persistence, effort and openness to
new ways in fishing, collecting or preparing
seafood. Practices or encourages sustainable
fishing.

Acts safely and sensibly using information from
environment and others to improve personal
success.

Uses information from others or the environment to
catch or prepare fish successfully and safely.

Sufficient knowledge and skill to catch or prepare
fish effectively and safely.

Analysis and Design
Well presented, clear and comprehensive
information including good record keeping used
creatively to master, adapt and advance knowledge
and techniques. Personal, family or small business
opportunities are identified, analysed and evaluated
for likely success.

Clear organised useful information from personal
records and other sources that is likely to lead to
improved personal seafood catching, collecting or
use.
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A collection of useful information from a range of
sources that could improve family or team success
or use of seafood.

Shows a good work ethic either alone or as part of
a team or family. Shows awareness of sustainable
fishing practices.

A useful part of a fishing team or family.

Purposeful analysis of collected information likely
to improve results.

C

Simple analysis of collected information.
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